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Abstract: Various types of Web resources are being made available programmatically using APIs and
through data feeds, facilitating the development of highly interactive applications with rich media
content - the so called Web 2.0 applications. Most current Web 2.0 applications are simple mashups
that combine information from multiple sources and provide a Windows-like user interface. More
sophisticated Web programming techniques based on portable and reusable application components
are becoming available and enable the construction ofhighly innovative applications that deliver real
business value to organizations. In this paper we discuss the challenges of developing Web 2.0
applications and describe the" design of an advanced mashup application, the Lenovo Olympic
Podium, that illustrates the potential ofWeb 2.0.
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1. Introduction
Mashups have emerged recently as a popular alternative to Web Services for accessing Web
resources, and are rapidly becoming an integral part of the service-oriented computing paradigm.
Mashups combine diverse sources of data available via public APIs (Application Programming
Interfaces) such as the Google Maps API (http://picasa.google.com/), YouTube API
(http://www.youtube.com/).PicasaWebAlbumsAPI(htto://picasa.google.com/) and through data
feeds such as Atom and RSS feeds.
Web Services have been used extensively for the implementation of transactional e-business
(electronic business) applications, and a large number of Web Services standards have been specified
to provide security and to ensure reliability of e-business applications. Some experts argue that as a
result of adding layers of functionality, the Web Services stack has become excessively complex and
that this complexity has impacted on its widespread adoption and deployment [I]. While the
complexity associated with the use of Web Services can be justified in mission-critical (transactional)
enterprise applications, there are many other types of Web applications that are primarily concerned
with accessing and aggregating various data sources and do not require such a comprehensive
infrastructure. This has resulted in the emergence of a new Web 2.0 environment that relies on light-
weight programming solutions, and provides an alternative to accessing Web resources using Web
Services.
Web 2.0 [2] applications are characterized by programmatic access to Web resources via light-weight
APIs that are used to create value-added services in the form of mashups using the AJAX
programming environment. The rapid growth of various Web APIs (Application Programming
Interfaces) and their fast adoption by the developers of Web applications are transforming the Web
into a programmatic platform [3].
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